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2- CURTAINS

RIGHT PANEL

LEFT PANEL

CHALKBOARD

PUPPET THEATER- PARTS LIST

DIVIDER

2- FEET

(NO SLOT)
TOP STRETCHER

HEADER PANEL

CLOCK PANEL

2- SLOTTED STRETCHERS

CURTAIN ROD



PUPPET THEATER- SUPPLIED HARDWARE

2- M6 LONG BOLTS

6- BARREL NUTS

MALE SNAP GROMMET

FEMALE SNAP GROMMET

FOAM WASHER

2- M6 SHORT BOLTS

BRASS
2- BINDER NUT/BOLT SETS

HEX KEY

HOUR HAND MINUTE HAND

4- M6 MEDIUM BOLTS



foam washer

grommet
hour hand, clock panel, foam washer, and snapping into female snap 
1. Assemble clock by fitting male snap grommet through minute hand, 

male snap grommet

minute hand

hour hand
clock panel

female snap grommet



SCALE 1 : 2.5
DETAIL B 

short bolt

threaded insert

marking "BOTTOM"

FOOT

near top
NOTE: hole is 

bolt into the threaded insert in the upright. Do not tighten- leave 

the same way. 
slightly loose. Attach the other foot to the outside of the right panel 

2. Attach one foot to the outside of the left panel by screwing short 

hole

(OUTSIDE VIEW)
LEFT PANEL

(INSIDE VIEW)

has slot
NOTE: inside 

each foot has a sticker

RIGHT PANEL

NOTE: 
outside has 
no slot

B



DETAIL D 

and into stretcher.

SCALE 1 : 2

M6 long bolt goes through 
foot, through side panel, 

barrel nut
(slotted face out)

barrel nuts. Leave bolts 
loose- do not tighten all 
the way

and right side panel using 
2- M6 long bolts and 2- 

3. Connect one of the 
slotted stretchers to left 

slotted stretcher 
(use either one)

D



stretcher on top. Attach stretcher to side panels with 2- M6 medium bolts and barrel 

M6 medium bolts

slotted stretcher

clock panel

divider

chalkboard

the chalkboard, then fit the clock panel into the divider and place the other slotted 

nuts. Do not tighten bolts all the way.

4. Fit the chalkboard into the slotted stretcher at the bottom. Fit the divider on top of 

barrel nuts



curtain rod

5. Slide curtains on to curtain rod with straps on outside edge

outside
straps are on

curtains



barrel nuts

curtains. After curtain rod is in position tighten up all the bolts.
and 2- barrel nuts. Leave bolts loose so you can insert curtain rod with 
6. Attach top stretcher (no slot) to side panels with 2- M6 medium bolts 

stretcher- no slot

M6 medium bolts

curtains on rod

VIEW FROM BACK



brass binder bolts

7. Attach front of header to the back of the top stretcher using 2- brass binder nut/bolt sets.

header

brass binder nuts

VIEW FROM FRONT



8.  Chalkboard preparation:  

The chalkboard may need to be "seasoned" 
before use.  You will need to hold a piece of 
chalk horizontally and rub the entire surface of 
the chalkboard, covering it completely.  Take a 
dry paper towel and, using an overlapping 
circular motion, rub the entire chalkboard 
surface.  Finally, wipe the chalkboard surface 
with a chalkboard eraser.  

Your chalkboard is now seasoned and ready for 
use.

for optimal performance,
season the chalkboard 
before first use


